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ABSTRACT

Spinal fusion surgeries require the insertion of screws into the pedicles of vertebrae in order to connect multiple
vertebrae with a metal rod and stabilize the spine after an injury. When performing this procedure, it is critical
to ensure that a drill tip maintains the correct trajectory, which will prevent bone breaches when drilling pilot
holes for screw insertion. In this work, we demonstrate a photoacoustic imaging system for drill tip tracking that
will co-register photoacoustic images with pre-operative CT images. Our approach was tested with two custom
drill bits, each containing a hollow core with either a single hole or multiple holes located at the drill bit tip.
An optical fiber was inserted in the core of each drill bit to enable light delivery to the drill bit tip. The custom
drill bits were then inserted into the pedicle of an ex vivo human vertebra containing a 32 mm-deep pre-drilled
hole. The the first 13 mm of the pre-drilled hole corresponded to the depth of the pedicle and the remaining 19
mm extended into the vertebral body. Data were acquired using a 760 nm laser with energies of 1.0 mJ, 2.2 mJ,
and 3.4 mJ at the fiber tip. With the single-hole drill bit tip, photoacoustic signals were detectable at 0-6 mm
insertion depths into the pedicle with up to 53.7 SNR. At insertion depths of 6 mm to 14 mm, the photoacoustic
signal was either no longer visualized or shifted from its expected location in the image due to reflection artifacts.
SNR was improved with coherence-based beamforming methods when compared to conventional delay-and-sum
beamformming methods, particularly when imaging with lower laser energies. Results are generally promising
for photoacoustic-guided drilling during pedicle screw insertion.

1. INTRODUCTION

Spinal deformities can be caused by degenerative disorders, trauma, and primary or metastatic cancer.1 Such
abnormalities are often corrected with spinal fusion surgeries, which help to alleviate pain, recover neurological
functionality, or repair damaged bone tissue. These surgeries are performed by drilling holes into the pedicles of
vertebrae, inserting pedicle screws, and fixing each screw to a metal rod with the ultimate goal of stabilizing the
spine to normal function. However, when drilling a hole for screw insertion, it is critical to ensure the correct
trajectory during drilling in order to avoid accidental bone breaches and the associated screw misplacement.
Pedicle screw misplacement during spinal fusion surgeries occurs in approximately 14–39.8% of procedures.2–5

Image-guided fluoroscopy may be used to provide intraoperative information, which can be registered to
preoperative computer tomography (CT) images. The surgical tool and anatomical landmarks are then identified
in the registered images to help surgeons localize the drill bit. Limitations of these x-ray-based imaging modalities
include poor soft tissue differentiation and ionizing radiation, which can be harmful with repeated exposure. In
contrast, ultrasound imaging is a safer alternative, with the potential to provide real-time information. However,
ultrasound has limited ability to detect deep-lying features beneath bone tissue due to sound attenuation and
sound speed differences.6

To overcome the limitations of ultrasound and fluoroscopy, photoacoustic imaging7 has been proposed as a
guidance method for pedicle screw insertion.8 The proposed technique consists of delivering laser light to generate
pressure waves. The pressure waves are then received by an ultrasound probe, and beamforming techniques are
applied to create a photoacoustic image. Applications of photoacoustic imaging has shown promising results
in the visualization of blood vessels,9 neurosurgical tools,10 and discrimination of cortical bone from cancellous
bone in a fresh human cadaveric vertebra.8
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In this paper, we propose a photoacoustic imaging system for drill tip tracking that will co-register photoa-
coustic images with pre-operative CT image acquisitions. A set of custom drill bits11 adapted to acommodate
the insertion of an optical fiber were tested on an ex vivo human vertebra at multiple laser energies and insertion
depths. In addition, we explored the effects of applying coherence-based beamforming techniques to the received
photoacoustic signals.

2. METHODS

2.1 Data Acquisition

A human lumbar vertebra with pre-drilled holes in the pedicles was submerged and fixed in a water tank.
A pulsed laser operating at 760 nm wavelength (Phocus Mobile, Opotek Inc., Carlsbad, CA) was coupled to
one of two custom hollow drill bits containing a 0.6 mm core diameter optical fiber to deliver light and generate
photoacoustic signals. Channel data was acquired with an Alpinion SP1-5 phased array transducer, connected
to an Alpinion ECUBE-12R system.

One of the custom drill bits contained a single through hole, as shown in Fig. 1A. The second custom drill
bit contained a single through hole that bifurcated into three holes at the drill bit tip, as shown in Fig. 1B. An
optical fiber was inserted into the through-hole of each drill bit. These custom drill bit designs were described
in our previous publication.11

Tape was adhered to each drill bit and labeled with lines corresponding to 0 mm to 14 mm insertion depths
in 2 mm increments (see Figs. 1C and 1D). Photoacoustic imaging was performed with the drill bit inserted
into the pedicle up to a marked distance. The laser energy was varied from 1.0 mJ to 2.2 mJ to 3.4 mJ for
each distance. A total of 200 frames were acquired for each possible pair of drill bit insertion distance and laser
energy.

Ultrasound B-mode images of the ex vivo human vertebra were acquired and co-registered with CT data.
Given that photoacoustic and ultrasound data are obtained with the same ultrasound transducer, registration of
ultrasound-to-CT images simultaneously produces the tranformation matrix needed to perform photoacoustic-
to-CT image registration. Ultrasound images were acquired with 3.5 MHz center frequency, an image depth of
80 mm, and a focus located at 60 mm depth. CT acquisitions were performed using a SIEMENS ARCADIS
Orbic 3D C-Arm with 190 raw projections and 0.23 mm3 voxel resolution. Rigid monomodal registration was
conducted using a regular step gradient descent optimizer.12

Figure 1: (A) Single-hole drill bit tip. (B) Multi-hole drill bit tip. Tape was adhered to each drill bit and labeled
in 2 mm increments from 0 mm to 14 mm. Ex vivo setup of the human vertebra submerged in a water tank
showing the drill bits entering (C) 10 mm and (D) 2 mm into the pedicle.
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2.2 Photoacoustic Beamforming

Four types of beamforming methods were applied to create photoacoustic images of the 200 frames of pho-
toacoustic data acquired with each depth-energy pair described above: (1) conventional delay-and-sum (DAS)
beamforming, with data averaged during the delay step; (2) DAS beamforming with images averaged after the
DAS beamforming step; (3) Short-Lag Spatial Coherence (SLSC) beamforming;13 and (4) Locally Weighted
Short Lag Spatial Coherence (LW-SLSC) beamforming.12 For SLSC and LW-SLSC beamforming, incoherent
noise was reduced by averaging the delayed signals over 200 acquisitions after the delay step.

To implement SLSC imaging, a coherence function, R̂, as a function of spatial lag, m, was calculated as:

R̂(m) =
1

N −m

N−m∑
i=1

∑n2

n=n1
si(n)si+m(n)√∑n2

n=n1
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, (1)

where N is the the number of elements in the aperture, and n1 and n2 are the limits of the axial kernel. An
SLSC image of cumulative lag M was then generated as the integral of the spatial coherence function over the
first M lags:

SLSC(M) =

∫ M

1

R̂(m)dm ≈
M∑

m=1

R̂(m). (2)

The chosen M values ranged from M = 1 to M = 50.

Contrast enhancement of bony ultrasound surfaces was previously achieved by implementing a regularized
version of the SLSC beamforming, namely the Locally Weighted Short Lag Spatial Coherence (LW-SLSC).12 In
this study, we hypothesize that photoacoustic signals reconstructed with LW-SLSC will have similarly improved
contrast while preserving spatial resolution. The input of this beamformer is the coherence matrix R̂ from SLSC
beamforming, which is utilized to find the optimized weighted coefficient by minimizing the total variation (TV)
of the weighted sum within a moving kernel, as described by the following equation:

ŵi = argmin{TV(wiR̂Ki) + α‖∇wi‖2}, (3)

where TV is the total variation, R̂Ki
is the kernel i of the correlation matrix R̂, wi the optimized weight vector for

the calculated summed lags of R̂Ki (with dimensions [1 x NL], where NL is the maximum number of cumulative
lags that are summed up to a specific M value), and ‖∇wi‖2 is the L2-norm of the gradient operator, which is
used to preserve high resolution information. LW-SLSC imaging relies on the adaptive selection of lower lags in
kernels surrounding regions of similar amplitude and higher lags otherwise, which reduces the noise commonly
present in SLSC images created with higher M values. LW-SLSC images were computed with a kernel size of
1.20 mm (lateral) x 1.92 mm (axial), 60% overlap between neighboring kernels, NL = 50, and α = 1000.

2.3 Data Analysis

Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was evaluated using a background reference located in the vertebral foramen (see
Fig. 2C), according to the following equation:14,15

SNR =
µsignal

RMSbackground
, (4)

where µsignal is the mean within a pre-defined region of interest (ROI) encompassing the photoacoustic signal
and RMSbackground is the root mean square of signals within a ROI that corresponds to the vertebral foramen.

3. RESULTS

Fig. 2 shows examples of photoacoustic beamformed images registered with CT images. Signals corresponding
to the drill tip are identified with blue boxes and artifacts are shown with yellow boxes. Fig. 2A, shows DAS
photoacoustic images acquired with 2.2 mJ energy with an insertion depth of 6 mm into the pedicle. The multi-
hole drill bit tip was utilized to create this image. Fig. 2B shows a LW-SLSC photoacoustic image created from
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Figure 2: Examples of registered photoacoustic images (red) with CT images (gray). (A) DAS image (averaged
after applying time delays) created with the multi-hole drill bit tip, 2.2 mJ energy, and 6 mm insertion depth.
(B) LW-SLSC created with the same channel data (multi-hole drill bit tip, 2.2 mJ, 6 mm insertion depth). (C)
SLSC (M = 30) created with the single-hole drill tip, 3.4 mJ energy, 14 mm insertion depth. Photoacoustic
signals are identified with blue boxes. Artifacts are identified with yellow boxes. The white box in (C) indicates
the background ROI that was used for contrast measurements.

the same channel data and demonstrates an improvement in the visualization of the photoacoustic image, when
compared to the DAS result in Fig. 2A.

Both LW-SLSC and SLSC beamforming enabled the visualization of photoacoustic signals from 0 to 6 mm
depth. However, as observed in the LW-SLSC image of Fig. 2B, there was a tail that artifact originated from the
photoacoustic signal. At distances of 8 mm and 10 mm into the pedicle, the amplitude of the signal decreased
for all reconstructed images. Finally, at insertion depths of 12 mm and 14 mm, reflection artifacts were observed
in the vertebral body region, with an example SLSC image shown in Fig. 2C.

Fig. 3 shows the insertion distance measured from photoacoustic images as a function of the known insertion
distance. The ideal result is shown as the blue solid line. The measured result was performed by first selecting
two fixed points at the drill hole opening on the CT image of the vertebra, then selecting the photoacoustic
signal with the highest intensity around the expected location and discarding reflection artifacts located outside
of the vertebra. The final distance was obtained by calculating the average of the euclidean distance between
the photoacoustic point and each of the CT fixed points. From 0 mm to 8 mm depth, the mean ± one standard
deviation of the position error was 1.02 ± 0.81 mm for multi-hole drill bit tip and 1.50 ± 0.52 mm for the

Figure 3: Insertion distance comparison with LW-SLSC photoacoustic images.
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single-hole drill bit tip. At depths greater than 8 mm, this error increased to 5.48 ± 6.54 mm for the multi-hole
drill bit tip and 4.18 ± 3.76 mm for the single-hole drill bit tip.

Fig. 4 shows the SNR measurements of photoacoustic signals from DAS, SLSC, and LW-SLSC images at
multiple insertion depths. Measurements of SNR were based on signals selected for the distance measurements
in Fig. 3. Overall, SNR is greatest for all beamformed images created with the higher laser energies. In particular,
for the 2 mm to 8 mm insertion distance range, the mean ± one standard deviation of the measured SNR in
LW-SLSC images for all plots shown in Fig. 4 was 41.26 ± 21.76, 51.24 ± 27.90, and 53.68 ± 36.81 for energies
of 1.0 mJ, 2.2 mJ and 3.4 mJ, respectively. When averaging frames at the delay stage, an SNR improvement
of 2.75 ± 1.75 was achieved for the DAS images (when compared to averaging after the beamforming stage).
In addition, the mean ± one standard deviation of the SNR improvements for all plots shown in Fig. 4 was
21.85 ± 11.90 with SLSC imaging (when compared to DAS images created with channel data averaged at the
delay stage). Similarly, an SNR improvement of 31.14 ± 23.05 was achieved with LW-SLSC imaging (when
compared to DAS images created with channel data averaged at the delay stage). As observed in Fig. 4, the
main difference between the single-hole results and the multi-hole results is the decreased signal intensity for
all the reconstructed images with the multi-hole drill tip. This likely occurs because energy exits the drill tip
with more diffusion than that of the single-hole case, thus generating more reflections that do not converge when
delaying the signals across the aperture to account for time of arrival differences.

Figure 4: SNR reported as a function of insertion depth into the pedicle for the four photoacoustic beamforming
methods described in Section 2.2: DAS with beamformed images averaged; DAS with delayed raw channel data
averaged; SLSC images created with M = 30; and LW-SLSC images. These results are shown for both the
single-hole drill tip (top) and the multi-hole drill tip (bottom) for multiple laser energies.

4. DISCUSSION

This study is the first to evaluate the effects of photoacoustic signals from custom drill bits inserted in the
pedicle region of a human vertebra. Results demonstrate the feasibility of tracking the drill tip with photoacoustic
image guidance within a 0-6 mm insertion depth range. This range corresponds to 46.15% of the total length of the
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pedicle. We have also shown that LW-SLSC and SLSC beamforming outperform conventional DAS beamforming
when displaying and visualizing photoacoustic signals inside a drilled hole (see Fig. 4). In particular, from 0 mm
to 6 mm insertion depths, LW-SLSC and SLSC significantly enhance SNR at energies as low as 1.0 mJ.

A primary limitation of this approach is the two types of artifacts that were observed in the photoacoustic
images. The first artifact appears as a shifted point source (see upper yellow box in Fig. 2B). A potential cause
of this artifact is the interaction between the drill shaft exposed to water and the fiber inserted in the hollow
core of the drill bit. This fiber appears to have its cladding accidentally removed, which prevented total internal
reflection within the drill shaft and causes some leakage of the laser light. This source of artifact could be
addressed by taking care to retain the cladding when inserting the fiber into the hollow core of the drill bit.
Another cause of this artifact could be reflections from the drill tip that exit the drill hole and travel through
the water-only path outside the vertebra and towards the transducer.

The second artifact appears as a tail that originates from the true point source (see lower yellow box in
Fig. 2B). For this artifact, the diffuse pattern could be a consequence of phase aberration that is applied to
the photoacoustic signal when traveling across the articular process, which is composed of cortical bone (notice
the high density of the CT images in Fig. 2A, at the top right region near the entrance of the drill hole).
Phase aberration is commonly produced by the heterogeneous sound speed of the medium, which generates
errors in the beamforming process, as most beamformers assume a single sound speed value for reconstruction.
Coherence-based beamforming methods are beneficial to recover some of the aberrated signals when compared
to conventional DAS beamforming. Thus, signals within the drilled hole are better visualized when using SLSC
and LW-SLSC beamforming (see Fig. 2B and Fig. 2C) when compared to DAS beamforming (see the signals
surrounded by blue boxes in Fig. 2A and Fig. 2B). Future work will explore deep learning approaches to eliminate
these reflection artifacts.16–18

A secondary limitation of this approach is that the drill location error increased as distance increased beyond
8-10 mm insertion depth into the pedicle (see Fig. 3). A possible explanation for these larger errors is the sound
speed difference between the cancellous bone located in the vertebral body (1918 ± 305 m/s19) and the water
(1480 m/s20).

5. CONCLUSION

Evaluation of photoacoustic signals was conducted at multiple depths within the pedicle and at multiple
energies, with custom drill bit tips containing a single and multiple holes for light delivery. For both brill bits,
significant SNR improvement was observed with the implementation of coherence-based SLSC and LW-SLSC
beamforming methods, when compared to conventional DAS beamforming methods. Results suggest that it
is possible to track the drill tip with insertion depths up to 6 mm within a pedicle. The proposed approach
to implement photoacoustic-based guidance of pedicle screw insertion with this approach has two limitations.
One limitation is the appearance of artifacts, and the second limitation is increased localization and/or tracking
errors with increased insertion depth. Despite these limiations, results demonstrate the overall feasibility of
photoacoustic-guided drilling for pedicle screw insertion.
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